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ABSTRACT
This paper presents the Online Dictionaries ANACpédia developed by ANAC – National Civil Aviation Agency, with the cooperation of DECEA – Department of Airspace Control, of the Air Force Command. The theoretical approach is based on the principles of Corpus Linguistics and Socioterminology. Examples of terminology case files developed by the team will be provided, as well as the manual term selection methodology, at first, and the subsequent automatic data search from an English, Spanish and Portuguese corpus consisting of written texts published by aviation authorities in these languages. The usefulness of automated search and concordance tools to enrich the dictionaries and the latest research on sub-areas will be discussed.
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RESUMO
Este artigo apresenta os Dicionários Eletrônicos Online ANACpédia, desenvolvidos pela ANAC – Agência Nacional de Aviação Civil, contando com a cooperação do DECEA – Departamento de Controle do Espaço Aéreo, do Comando da Aeronáutica. Os princípios teóricos são os da Linguística de Corpus e os da Socioterminologia. Serão apresentados exemplos de dossiês terminológicos desenvolvidos, bem como a metodologia baseada na seleção de termos de forma manual, num primeiro momento, e a posterior pesquisa com busca automática de dados, a partir de um corpus nos idiomas inglês, espanhol e português, composto por textos publicados pelas autoridades de aviação. Discutiremos a utilidade de softwares de pesquisa automática e de concordância para o enriquecimento dos Dicionários e as mais recentes pesquisas da equipe sobre sub-áreas.
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1 Objectives of the paper

This paper has the primary objective of updating the reader on the evolution of terminology management work developed at http://www2.anac.gov.br/anacpedia/ since 2013. The ANACpédia system consists of Online Electronic Dictionaries, in Portuguese, English and Spanish, with about eight thousand words, developed by the National Civil Aviation Agency, the Brazilian Civil Aviation Authority, relying more recently on the cooperation of DECEA (Department of Airspace Control), Aeronautical Authority responsible for controlling the Brazilian airspace. The following topics will be addressed: ANAC-DECEA partnership, theoretical principles, current project objectives, terminology case files, and automatic corpus research, sub-areas, examples and perspectives for future work.

2 Background of the ANAC-DECEA partnership

Since September 2013, when it was made available on the Internet, ANACpédia began to reach a larger and more varied public. In November 2013, DECEA, represented by two translators with experience in the aviation area, contacted ANAC, showing interest in the work developed by the Agency.

The professional goals of DECEA team and the need for terminological works in the aviation area coincided with the goals of ANACpédia. A partnership was established for the improvement and development of terminology products “facilitating information interchange, and in the integration of language resources for a knowledge-based society” (2) and at the service of society as a whole.

3 Theoretical grounds

In the early ANACpédia work, in 2004, research was intuitively based on theoretical precepts of Corpus Linguistics (CL) and Socioterminology. With the professional maturity of the team, the LC has become part of everyday activities, both as a methodology and as a theoretical approach, since according Finatto (2), LC includes the concept of language harmonized with the communicative-textual perspective of Textual Terminology. In practice, LC uses corpora of a specific area as a basis for development of reference materials such as monolingual or multilingual dictionaries, glossaries, terminology databases, etc., which characterizes the work within ANACpédia. According to Sardinha (3), “[...] Corpus Linguistics deals with the collection and exploration of corpora, or sets of textual linguistic data were carefully collected with purpose to serve for the research of a language or linguistic variety. As such, it is dedicated to the exploration of language through empirical evidence, extracted by computer resources.”

The ANAC and DECEA professionals direct their activities based on these theoretical perspectives in an attempt to approach terminological harmonization, conceptual precision, linguistic correctness and appropriateness of the term, aiming at effective communication.

4 Current project objectives

Relying on a number of terms and acronyms, one of the project goals at the moment is to enrich the information through the inclusion of more synonyms, related terms, hypernyms, hyponyms, aviation sub-areas and contexts of use and establish semantic relations, when possible. That is, priority is given to establishing relations between the terminology records, selection of textual support and use documentation in the specialized discourse. According to Antón and Nistal (4), the classification of the entries—which, in the scope ANACpédia, is materialized through the inclusion of aviation sub-areas—considerably affects the use of dictionaries as well as the availability of contextual data (inclusion of “contexts of use” in our work)

ANACpédia seeks to work also in an attempt to arrive at terminological harmonization because it is considered important to have tools available in Portuguese, prepared by technicians having Portuguese as their mother tongue, and which are effectively useful for Portuguese language speakers. We agree with Santos (5) in that “(...) we need to devise tools, advertising, large systems for the Portuguese-speaking public, built by Portuguese researchers and technicians”, highlighting “Portuguese-speaking public” and “researchers and technicians whose native language is Portuguese.”

The importance of the work explained in the previous paragraph is stressed if we consider that currently the sources of terminological references in the aviation area, in Portuguese, are scarce. Existing sources are often restricted to small groups and are not, as a rule, prepared based on appropriate terminology and linguistic studies.
In the 1990s, Santos stated that the Portuguese language research community was not democratic at all in making research results and tools available that could be quite useful to a certain audience (5).

Being available online to the entire Brazilian and foreign companies, ANACpédia may be considered a facilitating instrument to users, having free and unrestricted access, allowing the public to view corpus data consolidated by the team.

5 Preparation of terminology case files

During the work, the team prepares terminology case files that are discussed and validated in meetings, originating terminology records. In practice, we can define, for our use that a terminological case file is an editable document saved in Word format, containing columns representing the fields to be included in Dictionaries, that is, the case file should represent the essential information we want to make available to users.

The terminology case files consist of information used by aviation professionals in their daily lives. The team interacts with experts in forums, meetings, working groups, workshops, symposia, study groups and training events in general, as well as during daily professional activities. Such interaction enables the assurance that the language decisions are made based on the information we have acquired in “expert environments”, through oral and written speech.

**Figure 1. Example of terminology case file prepared by the team – new terms suggested**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Termo</th>
<th>Terminição</th>
<th>Definição</th>
<th>Fonte</th>
<th>Definição Port.</th>
<th>Fonte Port.</th>
<th>Notas Adicionais</th>
<th>Notas Língua</th>
<th>Sinônimos</th>
<th>Obs.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>abstrato</td>
<td>abstrato</td>
<td>A group or block of material, invisible or uniform appearance, totally or partially covering the sky and creating a thick haze enough to reveal the use at least vaguely.</td>
<td>KUMAR</td>
<td>Nuvens que não apresentam como um bloco ou nuudado, de certa maneira sombras ou sombras, que não são visíveis para vista 3000 e 3000 metros.</td>
<td>ANAP</td>
<td>Un (apetite)</td>
<td>ENI, GRO</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cloud base</td>
<td>base de nuvem</td>
<td>The lower surface of a cloud.</td>
<td>KUMAR</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 2. Example of terminology case file prepared by the team – data supplementing already existing entries**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Termo</th>
<th>Terminição</th>
<th>Definição</th>
<th>Fonte</th>
<th>Definição Port.</th>
<th>Fonte Port.</th>
<th>Notas Adicionais</th>
<th>Notas Língua</th>
<th>Sinônimos</th>
<th>Obs.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>base de terra</td>
<td>base de terra</td>
<td>Term for the part of an airport that deals with public access.</td>
<td>GROHAR</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>arrival</td>
<td>chegada</td>
<td>The act of landing.</td>
<td>GROHAR</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
6 Corpus and automatic research

The types of texts and publications used as research sources and that constitute our corpus are quite varied: ICAO (International Civil Aviation Organization) Annexes; official letters; aeronautical charts; circulars; dictionaries; decrees; guidelines; glossaries; civil aviation instructions; instructions from the Air Force Command; regulatory and supplementary instructions issued by ANAC; legislation; books; aircraft manuals; procedure manuals; works published by various associations; ordinances; publications from the FAA (Federal Aviation Administration – USA); regulations; reports; resolutions; journals published by aviation authorities and ICAO; etc.

Recently, we sought to develop the works based on an organized and structured corpus and automatic data extraction systems and software that enable the visualization and analysis of terms in their occurrence contexts, enabling semantic, grammatical, and lexical analyses. Ultimately, the intention is to enrich the ANACpédia dictionaries establishing semantic relations between the terms, for example.

To this end, the first initiative was to divide our corpus by language. Then, the publications available in electronic format were saved in PDF and TXT, which involved a huge effort considering that the general corpus of ANACpédia currently consists of about 747 reference sources and 10,035,705 words in the three languages.

AntConc (Concordance) freeware (6), designed by Anthony Lawrence, was used for the development of new ANACpédia products and for the improvement of the available dictionaries, to ratify language impressions of the team, provide examples of usage as well as supportive data for the definition of sub-areas, survey of co-occurrences and frequencies in a real corpus.

7 Sub-areas

Sub-areas can be briefly defined as specialty areas hierarchically subordinate to a larger area. Sub-areas are used in ANACpédia to classify terms and acronyms according to their occurrence in the wide universe of our corpus.

Figure 3. Example of a list of sub-areas prepared by the team
Sub-areas were not always present in the ANACpédia dictionaries. Although there was an internal classification from the beginning, until 2014, ANACpédia did not inform the users in which sub-areas the entries were included. The decision to improve and disclose such a classification was taken in view of the future perspective of making the Dictionaries available in “domain tree format”. The team found that, although this is a very complex task, it was necessary to start the classification consolidation to help the team decisions about synonyms and selected contexts of use, for example. A term or acronym may have different meanings according to the sub-areas where they may occur. The decision was supported by the statement by Bononno (7) that “technical dictionaries – at least the better ones – often provide labels to indicate the field of application or domain for a headword”.

For the best development of our research, we have prepared a list of sub-areas and a definition for each of them, as exemplified in Fig. 3, above. We understand that a defining text for each sub-area, prepared by us from consultations with dictionaries and other references, greatly guides the work of categorization of terms and acronyms.

8 Examples

Since the first use of AntConc software (Concordance) (6), it was possible to identify the usefulness of the results with immediate display of combinations of terms, contexts of use and sub-areas, according to the matters dealt with by the documents in which the terms occur (Airport Infrastructure, Air Navigation, Operations, Safety, etc.).

The terminology records of ANACpédia concerning the terms aerodrome/aeródromo (equivalent in Portuguese), widely used in aviation, are clear but succinct. Research with extraction software and concordance relations can enrich them. In addition, they may promote the establishment of semantic relationships between related terms in English and Portuguese, such as aerodrome control tower; aerodrome traffic; aerodrome climatological summary; aerodrome identification sign; aerodrome operating minima; aerodrome taxi circuit; aeródromo civil; aeródromo militar; aeródromo de partida; aeródromo de destino; aeródromo de alternativa de destino; aeródromo controlado; among others.

Figure 4. Term available before research with extraction software (Authors)
Figure 5. Example of research in AntConc for related terms (Authors)

Figure 6. Term available before research with automatic extraction software (Authors)
9 Future work

ANACpédia allows, by its nature, almost endless possibilities for actions, activities, works, development of new Dictionaries and databases, ontologies, classification systems, etc., not to mention academic studies on the Project.

Therefore, given the numerous possibilities, it is important that the team plan their actions in order to set priorities, while considering actions in the medium and long term.

At the time of writing of this article, there is consensus that we need to continue to establish conceptual relations between different records; select the necessary textual evidence to describe the concepts; and document the use of terms in specialized discourse, with the aid of phraseology units. These actions are already represented in the Dictionaries, albeit on a small scale.

Apart from improvements in Dictionaries, the team intends to soon make available a monolingual dictionary in Portuguese, a database comprised of aviation acronyms, also exclusively in Portuguese, and a bilingual Dictionary English-Spanish/Spanish-English.
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